CORNWALL

We are passionate about
supporting our members
Fair Booking Cornwall - a new
benefit for Visit Cornwall Members

*The best deal for your guests
*A better deal for Cornwall
*A fairer deal for you

I

n 2013, I became aware of the growing impact on
the profitability of small and medium businesses,
due to the increasing trend for people to book
their accommodation via an online travel agent
(OTA) such as Bookings.com. In conversations with
my colleagues in Cumbria and the New Forest we
realised that the trend to use OTAs for bookings
was growing rapidly and this would not only have
an impact on your profitability, but also a knock on
effect on the wider Cornish economy.
So over the last few months we have worked together to
establish the Fair Booking UK movement with local Fair
Booking initiatives in each of our regions. The focus is a
movement to attract ethical and savvy consumer through
an initiative and campaign to increase booking direct, by
informing customers that they will not only get the best deal,
but that businesses will make a donation to a good cause of
your choice.
Most importantantly it will create a fairer deal for you by
reducing the commissions you pay.
We see this as the start of a national movement to rebalance
the relationship between local businesses and booking
intermediaries. Fair Booking Cornwall is not a booking engine
and it is certainly not a negative or anti OTA campaign.
This initiative is close to my heart, it combines helping Visit
Cornwall members to improve their bottom line, whilst at
the same time supporting good causes within our wonderful
region.
I hope having read more about this initiative, as many of you
as possible will sign up and participate, as together, under
Fair Booking Cornwall we will be stronger
The best deal for your guests
A better deal for Cornwall
A fairer deal for you

MALCOLM BELL
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What’s all
this Fair
Booking
about?

T

he Visit Cornwall Fair Booking Cornwall initiative aims to help you to improve your profitability
through a concerted campaign that encourages, stimulates and rewards our visitors to book their
accommodation direct with you.
This campaign is in response to the growing impact of
Online Travel Agents (OTAs). The focus is on rebalancing
the relationship and roles between consumers and
accommodation providers, so that OTAs continue to generate
valuable new business for you, whilst loyal/repeat customers
book direct.
Over the last decade we have seen a considerable change
in the booking of accommodation for business trips, short
breaks, main and secondary holidays. For many holiday/
leisure guests, long gone are the days when they simply
saw adverts, requested holiday guides, or individual
accommodation brochures, and then sent off letters and
booking forms with deposits.
The internet has changed not only the way people research
and shortlist, but most importantly how they book. In recent
years guests have not only been influenced by traditional
advertisements, press and media exposure, but increasingly

by digital marketing through online advertising campaigns,
social media and targeted emails. However, all too often
even after looking at a business’s website, they will switch to
the OTAs for the final selection and booking. This trend has
risen considerably over the last two or three years because
it is quick and easy and there is really no substantial reason
to go direct. The result has been that the consumers are
increasingly using the OTAs as their first choice for booking
without even considering booking direct.
You are having to pay commissions, not only for business
that you would not have gained without the OTA, but also on
business that would have traditionally come direct. With OTA
commissions being between 15 and 20 percent, this impacts
considerably on your profitability.
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Why should I
get involved?

What will it cost
my business?

If your bottom line has suffered as a result of the trend for
customers to use OTAs then Fair Booking Cornwall is for you.

There is no additional charge, as you are already a Visit
Cornwall member and we believe Fair Booking Cornwall will
constitute a core membership benefit.
With regard to delivering on the terms and conditions there
will be some additional cost in adding benefits for direct
bookers, as a reward for their custom, perhaps a welcome
pack, or an upgrade, or welcome drink, free afternoon tea
etc... but this will be outweighed by the savings you will make
by not paying large commissions.

We recognise the OTAs have an impotant role in generating
new and additional bookings for you, but equally some of
your regular customers who would have traditionally booked
with you are now using OTAs. Fair Booking Cornwall is about
encouraging existing and loyal customers to Cornwall to
book direct with you, their chosen accommodation provider.

... a room upgrade?

... Welcome Pack?

What will I
have to do?
If after reading the enclosed terms and conditions, together
with the schemes criteria you want to be part of this exciting
movement, all you have to do is complete the application
form.

How will my
customers
become aware
of Fair Booking
Cornwall?
They will learn about Fair Booking Cornwall in three ways:

... food or drink voucher?

•

Visit Cornwall are working with the other two founder
members in Cumbria and the New Forest, and will be
undertaking media relations campaigns with travel
and consumer journalists. The objective being to get
newspapers and online content targeting ethical and
savvy consumers to understand that the smart and
responsible shopper books direct.

•

Visit Cornwall will be using www.visitcornwall.com which
has over 2.5 million unique visitors a year, together
with all of its social media channels, email databases
to promote fair and direct booking. All Visit Cornwall
members that participate in the Fair Booking Cornwall
initiative will have the Fair Booking logo added to their
entry on visitcornwall.com. The site will be modified to
create the option for consumers to use a Fair Booking
filter to short list participating establishments. In
addition, details of Fair Booking will be included in all
future printed guides produced by Visit Cornwall.

•

Finally and equally importantly, you can play your part
by promoting direct booking to your guests by the use
of the standard promotional materials and the templates
for you to customise for your business. After all your
guests, whether they book direct or through an OTA
spends ample time in your establishment and their
bedrooms to learn about Fair Booking before they put
their heads on your pillows.
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Why do I have
to pledge to a
good cause to
be part of Fair
Booking?

How do I
choose a good
cause and how
much should I
donate?

Fair Booking is part of a growing national movement, based
on being fairer to businesses, but is also an ethical campaign
that benefits the local area.
We believe that the vast majority of our customers care about
Cornwall as we have over 80% repeat custom. Equally we are
all aware of the challenges in maintaining and improving the
visitor experience and the overall quality of the environment
in Cornwall.
The donation aspect of Fair Booking Cornwall has three main
benefits:

Visit Cornwall does not want to dictate where your donations
go, however we do want them to go to the general benefit of
Cornwall.
We have a list on our website
www.visitcornwall.com/fairbooking
of good causes we have already identified. If however, you
have a good cause that you wish to donate to, that is not
already on the Visit Cornwall approved list, we are open to
more suggestions.

•

It significantly increases the attractiveness of booking
direct for our guests, as although they are getting a
better deal, all of us like to think we are also doing good.

•

There are many causes that need support for the benefit
of yourselves, your guests, as well our local communities.

•

It will help to improve the relationship and reputation of
tourism with those who feel they do not directly benefit.

Once you have chosen your good cause, Visit Cornwall will
inform the organisation and they may well be in touch to
provide additional recognition for your support.
To be part of the Fair Booking Cornwall initiative it is a
requirement that for each Fair Booking stay, a minimum
donation of 50p per room per night is made by hotels and
guest accommodation £5 per week per unit for self-catering.

I am sure you have heard, all too often ...
‘what does tourism do for me?!’

How do I make my donations?
It is for you to directly make donations to your chosen good cause. We would suggest that you donate on a quarterly basis,
but we will leave it to you to make the final decision on what works best for you and your selected good cause.

What good causes can I support?
It is for you to decide and you can choose either one or more good causes or projects to support, such as:

Environment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area of Oustanding Natural
Beauty improvement projects
Cornwall Wildlife Trust
Marine Conservation Society
South West Coast Path
National Trust
Local Beach Cleaning Project

Visitor Services:
•
•

Tourist Information Centres
Visitor Interpretation Projects

Heritage:
•
•
•

World Heritage Site Projects
Local Museums
Local Projects
such as Jubilee pool in
Penzance

Communities:
•
•
•
•
•

Cornwall Community
foundation
Cornwall Food Foundation
Springboard
Local employment schemes
Local education projects

Cultural:
•
•
•
•
•

Local Theatre Groups
Local Festivals
Cornish Studies Groups
Cornish Language
Creative Arts

Any queries…
Further information is available on www.visitcornwall.com/fairbooking or email
membership@visitcornwall.com or telephone the membership team on 01872 322905

How do I sign up for
Fair Booking Cornwall?
Please complete the Visit Cornwall Fair Booking Agreement and return either a scanned copy to
membership@visitcornwall.com, or post a paper copy to Visit Cornwall
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...more questions?
membership@visitcornwall.com
Telephone: 01872 322905
www.visitcornwall.com/fairbooking
www.facebook.com/fairbookinguk

